Easy Custom Field Extender- User Guide
If you would like to purchase our app, scroll to the last page

Overview
The Easy Custom Field Extender allows users to extend several entities in the system with up to 3 extra
custom fields. Users have a free trial that lasts 30 days and to register the app users need to contact
WebSan. If the app is unregistered the custom fields will not appear in the entities. The supported entities
are: Customers, Sales Quotes/Orders/Invoices/Cr Memos, Vendors, Purchase Orders/Invoices/Cr Memos,
and Items. These are the customizations that can be applied to these fields from the configuration
window:
•
•
•
•
•

The label of the field can be changed
The data type can be changed between text, date and decimal
The field can be enabled/disabled
The field can be set as required
Sales/Purchase document custom fields can have their values default from customer/vendor
custom fields respectively

Setup
1) Assign the user app permissions by using the search function and typing “users” in the search
field

2) Drill into the user

3) Go into the lookup in a new line and select the Easy Custom Field Extender permission set.

Usage
The app can be accessed by searching for Easy Custom Field Extender:

To have a custom field in an entity, the ‘Enabled’ field must be checked. When unchecking this field,
related defaults will be unlinked unless the user declines the prompt.
The Entity column is for reference. The fields will show in the actual entity in the same order as in the list
here.
Labels are the name of the field in the entity. The label text can be changed and must be unique per entity.

Type represents the data type of the field. When this is changed, the data in this field will be erased from
all records and any defaults associated with it will be unlinked unless the user declines the prompt.

The required checkbox will cause a red asterisk to show next to the field when it is empty. Required fields
in an entity that can be posted will not allow posting to go through until it is populated.

The default from column let’s the user make a one-way connection from a customer/vendor custom field
to a sales/purchase custom field. When established between two enabled fields, whenever the user
makes a document from a customer/vendor or manually sets them in a document, the data will copy from
the custom field in the customer/vendor to the document’s respective custom field. The default from field
can only be set from the lookup (three dots button after clicking the field), typing in the box will give an
error. The lookup will show the fields that can be used to default from, which will be customer or vendor
fields with the same data type. Once a field is selected, the label of the field used to default from will show
in the Default From column.

1) Click the default from field and click the 3 dots.

2) There are 2 customer fields with the same type available, click on the row and ok to save (or the
customer entity on the row).

3) The default from column will update with the name of the field chosen.

4) Open a customer, enter data in the field we used as a default and make a sales order.

5) The field data copies over to the sales document.

The licensing section will display what kind of license you have and how long it is valid for. Once WebSan
is contacted and a license is created for the user, the submit registration button can be used to activate
the license immediately.

Contact accounting@websan.com or 416-499-1235, when you’re ready to purchase our app.

